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The Occult Book Mar 12 2021 "An elightening journey through occult history, this fascinating
chronology explores such diverse topics as the earliest alchemists of ancient Egypt, the
Philosopher's Stone, the Cabala, the original of the Tarot, the Knights Templar, the founding of the
Hellfire Club, Aleister Crowley's The book of the law, modern-day Wicca, and more. With the turn of
every page, you will encounter beautiful artwork and intriguing insights about the occult, an
astonishing story of suppression, survival, and rebirth, extending over more than two and a half
millennia"--Back cover.
The Art of the Occult Oct 07 2020 A visually rich sourcebook featuring eclectic artwork (from the
late-nineteenth century to today) inspired and informed by the mystical, esoteric and occult.
The Occult World May 26 2022 Alfred Percy Sinnett (1840-1921), a journalist and Theosophist, wrote
frequently to members of the Brotherhood of Adepts, an occult organization. The famous Mahatmas
Koot Hoomi and Morya corresponded via mail with Sinnett, and Sinnett used parts of this
correspondence to compose The Occult World. Together, along with others, they were building The
Theosophical Society. Sinnett was friends with many of the leading theosophists and spent a
productive time in India. The organization's avowed object was at first the scientific investigation of
psychic or so-called "spiritualistic" phenomena, after which its three chief objects were declared,
namely (1) Brotherhood of man, without distinction of race, colour, religion, or social position; (2) the
serious study of the ancient world-religions for purposes of comparison and the selection therefrom
of universal ethics; (3) the study and development of the latent divine powers in man. The society
has persisted through the decades and has branches or lodges scattered all over the world, some of
which are in India, where its chief headquarters are established.
The New Encyclopedia of the Occult Dec 09 2020 "Written by a practitioner of various Western
occult traditions -- the author has a background in druidism, freemasonry, cabala, Louisiana hoodoo,
and is a certified tarot grandmaster -- this is an authoritative and engaging reference on the occult.
Cross-references lead to relevant entries, and sources for further reading are often suggested (a
bibliography of these sources is included at the end of the volume). Extensively researched yet
concise, this encyclopedia will provide a wide range of users with information on both occult history
and current practice."--"Reference that rocks," American Libraries, May 2005.
Sex and Rockets Jul 28 2022 This remarkable true story about the co-founder of Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. By day, Parsons' unorthodox genius created a solid rocket fuel that helped the Allies win
World War II. By night, Parsons called himself The Antichrist. “One of the best books of the

year.”—The Anomalist
The Book of Secrets Feb 08 2021 From the strange symbols on a one-dollar bill to the secret signs
of the Knights Templar and Freemasons, invisible societies, and the world of magic and alchemy, The
Book of Secrets is a comprehensive introduction to the world of secret and esoteric knowledge
throughout history. It offers a doorway into the initiated secret traditions of the fascinating unseen
spiritual world: its symbols, secret societies, and seers. You’ll discover: Key Concepts: the Great
Work, the Universal Force, Polarity, the Four Elements, Magick and Mysticism, Esoteric Anatomy,
Qabalah, Alchemy, Astrology, the Astral Plane, and more. Symbolism: More than 100 secrets
symbols, words, objects, including their meanings and the secret powers they invoke. Secret
Societies and Holy Orders: The gatekeepers and the transmitters of sacred knowledge: Freemasons,
O.T.O., Cathars, Templars, Assassins. Pineda places them all in history and geography and explains
who they are/were and what they stood for. Luminaries and Seers: More than 200 legends and
historical personages: Hermes Trismegistus, Jesus, Siddartha, Osiris, and other seers from the Middle
Ages, the Renaissance, the 19th and 20th centuries.
Lucifer Rising Jun 14 2021 Lucifer Rising unravels for the first time the myths surrounding the most
surreal yet, ultimately, seriously-intended secret operations of the Second World War when Britain
stood alone against the Nazis. Featuring an eccentric cast of characters, including the creator of
James Bond, the self-proclaimed ‘wickedest man in the world’, a cross-dressing astrologer and the
Deputy Führer, bestselling author Nicholas Booth weaves together an incredible narrative about
spying, sabotage, weird inventions, black propaganda and even the attempted harnessing of the
occult as the British secret service sought desperately to gain the upper hand over the Nazis by
whatever means possible. Using hitherto secret files – many only recently released – Lucifer Rising
shows how nothing was considered too outrageous in the desperate fight against the Nazi regime,
including the attempted manipulation of the occult and astrology with often unintentionally hilarious
results.
The Occult World Jun 26 2022
Occult Science Nov 27 2019 Written in 1909 (CW 13) An authorized translation of this classic work,
re-edited, beautifully typeset and designed, from a professional publisher dedicated to high-quality
editions of Rudolf Steiner's books and lectures. The Anthroposophy of Rudolf Steiner is not a
theoretical system, but the results of research based on direct observation. As Steiner's research
was so vast and conducted over such a long period of time, no single book can be said to contain the
whole of his spiritual teaching. However, of all his books Occult Science comes closest. Steiner even
referred to it as "an epitome of anthroposophic Spiritual Science." The book systematically presents
the fundamental facts concerning the nature and constitution of the human being and,
chronologically, the history of the universe and humankind. Whereas the findings of natural science
are derived from observations made through the senses, the findings of Spiritual Science, or
Anthroposophy, are "occult" inasmuch as they arise from direct observation of realities hidden to
ordinary perception. And yet these elements of humanity and the universe form the foundation of
the sense world. A substantial part of Occult Science is taken up with a description of the preliminary
training needed to make such spiritual observations. Given his energetic involvement in practical
initiatives and extensive lecturing, Steiner had little time to write books. Of those he did write, four
titles form an indispensable introduction to his later teaching: The Philosophy of Freedom (CW 4);
Theosophy (CW 9); Knowledge of the Higher Worlds (CW 10); and Occult Science: An Outline (CW
13). Occult Science: An Outline is a translation from German of Die Geheimwissenschaft im Umriss
(GA 13).
Rider Haggard and the Imperial Occult Sep 05 2020 In Rider Haggard and the Imperial Occult, Simon
Magus explores the occult world of H. Rider Haggard through an analysis of his literary engagement
with ancient Egypt, Romanticism and Theosophy.
An A to Z of the Occult Aug 24 2019 The Knowledge Of The Hidden That Is The Meaning Of The
Latin Occultus, From Which We Take Our Modern Phrase The Occult . Why Is It That This Subject Stirs

Up So Much Controversy? Is The Answer Present In That Very Definition: The Idea That Studies Into
The Occult Are Pushing At The Very Boundaries Of Human Knowledge? In This Simple-To-Follow A To
Z Guide, You Will Discover The Details Of Both Studies Into The Occult And The Truth About
Occultists, Who, From The Earliest Times In History, Have Attempted To Remove The Veil That
Shrouds The Knowledge Of The Hidden . " What Were The World S Greatest Occultists, Including
Plato, Nostradamus, Isaac Newton And William Blake, Searching For? " What Are The True Origins Of
Alchemy? " What Secret Knowledge Is Concealed Within The Tarot Deck? " Was The Infamous
Aleister Crowley Really The Wickedest Man In The World ? " Did The Ancient Egyptians Believe In
Magic? Simon Cox And Mark Foster Guide You Along The Pathways Of The Occult And Attempt To
Bring The Hidden Into Full View.
To Windward of the Land Jan 22 2022 The oral autobiography of a West Indian fisherman,
smuggler, and practitioner of black magic and bush medicine, in which he offers knowledge of magic
and healing, is transcribed and presented as an intergrated part of West Indian peasant culture
The English Heretic Collection Sep 17 2021 The English Heretic Collection is a visionary field
report based on fifteen years of deep-vein travel to England's strangest landscapes Ð with a host of
tragic players. Actors, witches and psychopaths maraud across a nightmare terrain of ominous
stones and abandoned military bases, transforming creative research into a surreal documentary.
Horror B-movies haunt the East Anglian countryside. Winston Churchill is inaugurated into the
Ancient Order of the Druids. The suburbs of West London are home to psychedelic covens. From the
red clays of rural horror to the outer regions of occultism, from the forensic vision of J.G. Ballard to
the cauldron of The White Goddess, if history is revealed as a paranoid ritual, how do we escape its
time traps to wild, new and imaginative geographies? Part countercultural history of England, part
ghost story, and part magickal psychogeography, The English Heretic Collection is a darkly comical,
urgently lyrical, mental escape hatch from the hells of our own making.
The Kingdom of the Occult Apr 12 2021 The Kingdom of the Occult delivers the timely followup to
Dr. Martin's best-selling The Kingdom of the Cults This book takes Dr. Walter Martin's comprehensive
knowledge and his dynamic teaching style and forges a strong weapon against the world of the
Occult-a weapon of the same scope and power as his phenomenal thirty-five year bestseller, The
Kingdom of the Cults (over 875,000 sold). Chapters include: Witchcraft and Wicca, Satanism, Pagan
Religions, Tools of the Occult, Demon Possession and Exorcism, Spiritual Warfare, etc. Features
include: Each chapter contains: Quick Facts; History; Case Studies; Theology; Resources
The Occult Tradition Jun 22 2019 Is the universe alive? Are there hidden connections within it,
revealed in history and in sacred texts? Can we understand or even learn to control these secrets?
Have we neglected an entirely separate science that works according to a different set of principles?
Certainly by the time of the Renaissance in Europe, there were many thinkers who answered in the
affirmative to all of these questions. Despite the growth of modern science and a general
disenchantment of the world, the 'occult' or 'esoteric' tradition has evolved in the West, manifesting
itself in such diverse groups as the Freemasons, the Mormons, Christian Scientists, the Theosophists,
New Ageists and American Fundamentalism. Paradoxically, the turn to science and the triumph of
evolution in the nineteenth century produced an explosion of occultism, increasing its power as a
kind of super-science. Gothic, fantastic, and supernatural fiction flourished, while Spiritualism
emerged as a serious inquiry into the possibility of contacting the dead. After all, if you could
communicate with the living at great distances, why should a similar teletechnology not be possible
to the other world? Disciplines had not yet hardened, and the borders were as yet undefined
between parapsychology and psychology, between mythology and anthropology. Mesmerism
became hypnotism, and the subconscious came to be recognized as more than a medium's
stomping ground. This book describes the growth and meandering path of the occult tradition over
the past five hundred years, and shows how the esoteric world view fits together.
The Rosicrucian Manifestos Jan 10 2021
The Occult World Mar 24 2022 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally

important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A Dark Muse Feb 29 2020 The occult was a crucial influence on the Renaissance, and it obsessed
the popular thinkers of the day. But with the Age of Reason, occultism was sidelined; only charlatans
found any use for it. Occult ideas did not disappear, however, but rather went underground. It
developed into a fruitful source of inspiration for many important artists. Works of brilliance,
sometimes even of genius, were produced under its influence. In A Dark Muse, Lachman discusses
the Enlightenment obsession with occult politics, the Romantic explosion, the futuristic occultism of
the fin de sièe, and the deep occult roots of the modernist movement. Some of the writers and
thinkers featured in this hidden history of western thought and sensibility are Emanuel Swedenborg,
Charles Baudelaire, J. K. Huysmans, August Strindberg, William Blake, Goethe, Madame Blavatsky, H.
G. Wells, Edgar Allan Poe, and Malcolm Lowry.
The Magical Adventures of Mary Parish Feb 20 2022 Mary Parish wasn’t your ordinary seventeenthcentury woman. She was a “cunning woman,” who spent her time in the realm of magic, interacting
with fairies, hunting for buried treasures, and communicating with the spirit world, along with her
partner, the young aristocrat Goodwin Wharton. Drawing largely from Goodwin’s personal journals,
Frances Timbers reconstructs Mary’s life in this microhistory, and explores themes of class, gender,
and relationships in seventeenth-century England. Mary’s story provides insight into magical beliefs
and practices of early modern history, and sheds light on how class and gender affected everyday
life.
Werewolves Mar 31 2020 How does one become—or kill—a werewolf? Where do our modern
shapeshifting stories come from? Are werewolves real? In this fascinating book, Konstantinos digs
into the centuries-old myths and compelling scientific evidence surrounding these enigmatic beasts
of literary and Hollywood fame. Explore four different types of werewolves: involuntary, voluntary,
otherdimensional beings, and astral Find out which kinds of werewolves might actually exist Learn
about the shapeshifting beliefs of the Quileutes and other Native American tribes Discover
lycanthropic legends from cultures all over the world You'll also find true, never-before-published
accounts of werewolf sightings and discussions of modern scientific theories that support the
existence of these mysterious creatures. Each aspect is investigated, from curses and shamanic
vision quests to drug-induced hallucinations and serial-killer werewolves.
The Occult World Aug 29 2022
The Occult War Jun 02 2020 The Occult War - The Judeo-Masonic Plan to Conquer the World
"Emmanuel Malynski spent thirty years of his life directly observing the development of the modern
revolutionary movement around the world, devoting an almost visionary intelligence and clearmindedness to this task. ...From our mutual collaboration this book has sprung, which explores the
secret history of subversion, a terrifying history that has never been written before, but which is
starting to come to light." - Leon de Poncins, from the Foreword "One of the great merits of this work
is that it emphasises the metaphysical essence of the revolutionary movement, by showing how that
which is being fought nowadays is not so much a political and social war as a religious one - a battle
between two supra-national fronts more than one for the interests of individual nations, races, or
parties; that what we are witnessing today, then, is a possibly decisive phase in the clash between

two antagonistic worldviews, with more than simply human forces at work on both sides. Hence, this
is not merely a book of rebuke and anti-Semitic or anti-Masonic polemic: rather it directly or
indirectly offers the reader many cues to develop a positive, constructive, or re-constructive
orientation focused on the essential rather than the accessory, and devoid of any attenuation." Julius Evola, from the Introduction The original edition of this book was published in French in Paris in
1936. The Italian traditionalist philosopher Julius Evola translated the book into Italian, and published
it 1939, adding his own Introduction and an additional chapter after an agreement with de Poncins.
This translation is based on both editions, including Evola's Introduction and chapter as well. Evola
also made a number of interesting alterations to the text, occasionally adding, removing, or rewriting
small parts of the French original. We have noted these changes in the footnotes, as they offer an
insight into the different ways in which de Poncins and Evola approached the same issues. Included
in this edition is also two appendices: Evola's essay 'Considerations on the Occult War', which is a
1938 essay on this topic; and a review of the French edition of the book that was published by the
first traditionalist philosopher, Rene Guenon, in 1936."
Book of Lies Oct 19 2021 New package for a cult classic. First published in 2003, The Book of Lies
was hailed as a 21st grimoire and instantly became a cult classic. Now reformatted for the next
generation of magicians and all counterculture devotees, it gathers an unprecedented cabal of
occultists, esoteric scholars, and forward thinkers, all curated by Disinformation's former "wicked
warlock" Richard Metzger. This compendium of the occult includes entries on topics as diverse and
dangerous as Aleister Crowley, Secret Societies, Psychedelics, and Magick in theory and practice.
The result is an alchemical formula that may well rip a hole in the fabric of your reality: Terence
McKenna asks if we contact "aliens" with the smokable drug DMT Daniel Pinchbeck recounts his
psychedelic and magical experiences Techgnosis author Eric Davis writes about H.P. Lovecraft
Robert Anton Wilson writes about the similarities between Aleister Crowley and Timothy Leary
Donald Tyson's "The Enochian Apocalypse Working" ask if the seeds of the end of the world sown in
the Elizabethan era. Other contributors or subjects written about include Brian Barritt, Vere Chappell,
Ida Craddock, Joe Coleman, Nevill Drury, Stephen Edred Flowers, T. Allen Greenfield, Gary Lachman,
Anton Lavey, Peter Levenda, Grant Morrison, Michael Moynihan, Rosaleen Norton, Jack Parsons,
Austin Osman Spare, and Tracy Twyman. It's all here and more!
The Sworn Book of Honorius Oct 26 2019 As the title testifies, students were sworn to secrecy
before being given access to this magic text, and only a few manuscripts have survived. Bits of its
teachings, such as the use of the magic whistle for summoning spirits, are alluded to in other texts.
Another key element of its ritual, the elaborate “Seal of God,” has been found in texts and amulets
throughout Europe. Interest in The Sworn Book of Honorius has grown in recent years, yet no
modern translations have been attempted—until now. Purporting to preserve the magic of Solomon
in the face of intense persecution by religious authorities, this text includes one of the oldest and
most detailed magic rituals. It contains a complete system of magic including how to attain the
divine vision, communicate with holy angels, and control aerial, earthly, and infernal spirits for
practical gain. Largely ignored by historians until recently, this text is an important witness to the
transmission of Kabbalah and Jewish mysticism to European Hermeticists.
The Occult World Nov 19 2021
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina: Occult Edition Apr 24 2022 From the author of the New York
Times best-selling graphic novel Afterlife with Archie: Escape from Riverdale comes the horror
sensation Chilling Adventures of Sabrina. This title contains Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa's story so far, in
addition to never-before-seen comic items and imagery from the Netflix series in a premium, oversized hardcover format. Terror is born anew in this dark reimagining of Sabrina the Teenage Witch's
origin, an occult coming-of-age thriller! On the eve of her sixteenth birthday, the young sorceress
finds herself at a crossroads, having to choose between an unearthly destiny and her mortal
boyfriend, Harvey. But a foe from her family's past has arrived in Greendale, Madame Satan, and she
has her own deadly agenda.

Occult History Jul 16 2021 These lectures are concerned with spiritual forces and influences working
in world history and in the karma of human beings. Steiner's penetrating insights into the events and
personalities history are one of his major contributions to modern times. Steiner focuses here on the
Babylonian and Greek cultures and the connecting threads running between individual personalities
and the evolution of humanity as a whole.
The Occult World of Hong Kong Sep 29 2022
The Cambridge Handbook of Western Mysticism and Esotericism Dec 29 2019 Mysticism and
esotericism are two intimately related strands of the Western tradition. Despite their close
connections, however, scholars tend to treat them separately. Whereas the study of Western
mysticism enjoys a long and established history, Western esotericism is a young field. The
Cambridge Handbook of Western Mysticism and Esotericism examines both of these traditions
together. The volume demonstrates that the roots of esotericism almost always lead back to
mystical traditions, while the work of mystics was bound up with esoteric or occult preoccupations. It
also shows why mysticism and esotericism must be examined together if either is to be understood
fully. Including contributions by leading scholars, this volume features essays on such topics as
alchemy, astrology, magic, Neoplatonism, Kabbalism, Renaissance Hermetism, Freemasonry,
Rosicrucianism, numerology, Christian theosophy, spiritualism, and much more. This handbook
serves as both a capstone of contemporary scholarship and a cornerstone of future research.
Mephistopheles Aug 05 2020 Looks at the concept of the devil from the Reformation to the present,
discusses the witch craze, and considers the representation of the devil in literature, art, and music
The Occult World Oct 31 2022 This volume presents students and scholars with a comprehensive
overview of the fascinating world of the occult. It explores the history of Western occultism, from
ancient and medieval sources via the Renaissance, right up to the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and contemporary occultism. Written by a distinguished team of contributors, the essays
consider key figures, beliefs and practices as well as popular culture.
Occult Features of Anarchism May 02 2020 In the nineteenth century anarchists were accused of
conspiracy by governments afraid of revolution, but in the current century various “conspiracy
theories” suggest that anarchists are controlled by government itself. The Illuminati were a network
of intellectuals who argued for self-government and against private property, yet the public is now
often told that they were (and are) the very group that controls governments and defends private
property around the world. Intervening in such misinformation, Lagalisse works with primary and
secondary sources in multiple languages to set straight the history of the Left and illustrate the
actual relationship between revolutionism, pantheistic occult philosophy, and the clandestine
fraternity. Exploring hidden correspondences between anarchism, Renaissance magic, and New Age
movements, Lagalisse also advances critical scholarship regarding leftist attachments to secular
politics. Inspired by anthropological fieldwork within today’s anarchist movements, her essay
challenges anarchist atheism insofar as it poses practical challenges for coalition politics in today’s
world. Studying anarchism as a historical object, Occult Features of Anarchism also shows how the
development of leftist theory and practice within clandestine masculine public spheres continues to
inform contemporary anarchist understandings of the “political,” in which men’s oppression by the
state becomes the prototype for power in general. Readers behold how gender and religion become
privatized in radical counterculture, a historical process intimately linked to the privatization of
gender and religion by the modern nation-state.
The Occult Nineteenth Century Jul 04 2020 The nineteenth century witnessed a proliferation of
alternative religious currents and practices, appropriating earlier traditions, entangling
geographically distinct spiritual discourses, and crafting a repository of mindscapes eminently
suitable to be accommodated by later generations of thinkers and practitioners. Penned by
specialists in the field, this volume examines important themes and figures pertaining to this occult
amalgam and its resonance into the twentieth century and beyond. Global guises of the occult,
ranging from the Americas and Europe to India, are variously addressed, with special attention to the

crucial role of mesmerism and the origins of modern yoga.
The Occult World Jul 24 2019 Perhaps C. W. Leadbeater summarized this work better than
anyone: "In 1881, Mr. Sinnett startled the literary circles of London by the publication of The Occult
World. Here was a book by a man whose position vouched for him - a book short, definite, and to the
point. True, it told an astounding story - a story to the ordinary man of the world all but incredible,
though strangely attractive; but it told it in the most straightforward and transparently truthful
manner, so that to many of us - in spite of its overwhelming novelty - it carried conviction upon its
very face. It is no exaggeration to say that thousands of souls were stirred into instant and delighted
recognition of a knowledge which had been theirs long ago in other bodies and under other skies."
The Psychic Battlefield Sep 25 2019 A former intelligence professional sheds new light on the
obscure intersection of the military and the paranormal--the Military-Occult Complex--and reveals
the incredible story of psychic abilities turned into a weapon of war by the world's soldiers and spies.
In the annals of military and espionage history there have been many strange tales to be told, but
none can match the saga of psychic espionage: the history of the Military-Occult Complex. With the
flavor of fiction, but the foundation of fact, The Psychic Battlefield is the complete history of the use
of man's extrasensory powers in search of the information needed to win wars--hot and cold. The
Psychic Battlefield spans the five thousand-year history of ESPionage, from the attempted overthrow
of the Pharaoh Rameses by magic to the CIA use of military-trained psychics during the Cold War. It
is a story as true as it is incredible. This book reveals the story of the sacred Templar skull; the
Angelic communications of John Dee, intelligence agent of Queen Elizabeth I; the psychic
stranglehold of Rasputin on the Romanovs; and the occult endeavors of the Nazis and the Soviets.
The Psychic Battlefield contains the names and rites of the old demons of war, contacted by military
strategists in search of supernatural support. It explains and discusses different methods of
divination used by armies throughout history, and reveals the various ways of making a soldier into a
superman. The cast of characters includes such noteworthy names as sorcerer-poet Aleister Crowley,
author Ian Fleming, spoon-bending General Stubblebine, and Psychic Warrior David Morehouse. In
addition, the book features an exclusive interview with top psychic spy Joseph McMoneagle. Most
remarkable of all is Mandelbaum's fascinating exposé of the paranormal research and remote
viewing experiments conducted by the CIA, as well as the real effectiveness of the government's
Stargate program. Attorney, psychic, former intelligence professional and dark-side investigative
reporter W. Adam Mandelbaum clearly demonstrates that the final frontier of future wars and spies
is the mind. Stay tuned.
The Occult World Aug 17 2021 "The Occult Word" is the first book published (in 1881) by A. P.
Sinnett from the correspondence with the two Tibetan Adepts who were sponsoring the newborn
Theosophical Society. Sinnett gives lengthy excerpts from such correspondence and also relates in
detail many of the occult phenomena Mme. Blavatsky performed when she was in Simla (West
Bengal, India). This book and his next ("Esoteric Buddhism", 1883) had an enormous influence in
generating public interest in Theosophy.
The Beginner's Guide to the Occult Nov 07 2020
The Oldest History of the World Jan 28 2020 The Oldest History of the World is a book literally titled.
It is one man's attempt to chronicle human history, and God's affect there upon, from slightly before
the beginning of time until one thousand years before Noah.
High Culture May 14 2021 Le site de l'éditeur indique : "Throughout history, humans have always
been fascinated by drugs and altered states. Despite the risk of addiction, many have used drugs as
technologies to induce moments of meaning-making transcendence. This book traces the quest for
transcendence and meaning through drugs in the modern West. Starting with the Romantic
fascination with opium, it goes on to chronicle the discovery of anesthetics, psychiatric and religious
interest in hashish, the bewitching power of mescaline and hallucinogenic fungi, as well as the more
recent uses of LSD. It fills a major gap in our understanding of contemporary alternative and in the
study of countercultures and popular culture. Today we are seeing increased social and scientific

attention to both the positive and the negative effects of psychoactive drugs, particularly following
the legalization of marijuana for medicinal and/or recreational use in some US states, as well as court
cases involving the sacramental use of drugs. This fascinating and wide-ranging exploration of the
controversial relationship between drugs and spirituality could not be more timely."
The Occult World Dec 21 2021 This volume presents students and scholars with a comprehensive
overview of the fascinating world of the occult. It explores the history of Western occultism, from
ancient and medieval sources via the Renaissance, right up to the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and contemporary occultism. Written by a distinguished team of contributors, the essays
consider key figures, beliefs and practices as well as popular culture.
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